01 09 13 01:59:17 *** Part: NBMCGE (GroundEnvi @ 157.219.128.186)
01 09 13 02:08:09 *** Quit BSXO (Ping timeout)
01 09 13 02:09:00 *** Quit NEADS-ACW (Leaving)
01 09 13 02:09:01 *** Join NEADS-ACW (NEADS-ACWO@204.36.173.91)
01 09 13 02:20:22 <NEADS-ACW> For CONR E3 cell: Request Info on the E3 fuel plan for next set of E3's Patsy 71 and Frump 42? Please pass to NEADS ACWO.
01 09 13 02:22:53 *** Join CONR_C20 (c1o @204.20.68.66)
01 09 13 02:23:41 <CONR_C20> For NEADS: your ATO input has been input into the next ATO
01 09 13 02:27:08 *** Join: SEADS_FO2 (nsfo2 @204.20.69.246)
01 09 13 02:45:12 *** Quit: CONR_MOVE (Connection reset by peer)
01 09 13 02:45:17 *** Join: CONR_MOVE (CONR_MOVE@204.20.68.98)
01 09 13 02:45:23 *** Quit: CONR_FPNB (Connection reset by peer)
01 09 13 02:45:23 *** Quit: NEADS-ACW (Error 0)
01 09 13 02:45:23 *** Quit: NEADS-FO (Error 0)
01 09 13 02:45:23 *** Quit: CONR_MAIN (Connection reset by peer)
01 09 13 02:45:23 *** Quit: NEADS_DO1 (Error 0)
01 09 13 02:45:23 *** Quit: WADSFO2 (No such file or directory)
01 09 13 02:45:23 *** Quit: SEADS_DO (Error 0)
01 09 13 02:45:23 *** Quit: CONR_MOVE (No such file or directory)
01 09 13 02:45:35 *** Join: CONR_MAIN (CONR_MAINT@204.20.68.100)
01 09 13 02:45:43 *** Join: NEADS_DO1 (NEADS_DO1@204.36.173.73)
01 09 13 02:45:49 *** Join: SEADS_DO (SEADS_DO@204.20.69.242)
01 09 13 02:46:08 *** Join: CONR_MOVE (CONR_MOVE@204.20.68.98)
01 09 13 02:46:15 *** Join: WADSFO2 (FO2@204.36.174.89)
01 09 13 02:47:35 *** Quit: CONR_CEDO (Connection reset by peer)
01 09 13 02:47:35 *** Quit: WADSFO2 (No such file or directory)
01 09 13 02:47:35 *** Quit: CONR_MOVE (No such file or directory)
01 09 13 02:47:35 *** Quit: NEADS_DO1 (Error 0)
01 09 13 02:47:35 *** Quit: CONR_MAIN (Error 0)
01 09 13 02:47:35 *** Quit: CONR_CAP (Error 0)
01 09 13 02:47:35 *** Quit: CONR_C20 (Broken pipe)
01 09 13 02:47:37 *** Join: NEADS_DO1 (NEADS_DO1@204.36.173.73)
01 09 13 02:47:45 *** Join: CONR_CEDO (CONR_CEDO@204.20.68.94)
01 09 13 02:47:48 *** Join: CONR_MOVE (CONR_MOVE@204.20.68.98)
01 09 13 02:48:00 *** Join: CONR_MAIN (CONR_MAINT@204.20.68.100)
01 09 13 02:48:13 *** Join: WADSFO2 (FO2@204.36.174.89)
01 09 13 02:48:21 *** Join: CONR_C20 (c2o @204.20.68.66)
01 09 13 02:48:26 *** Join: SEADS_FO (nsfo @204.20.69.245)
01 09 13 02:49:41 *** Join: NEADS-ACW (NEADS-ACWO@204.36.173.91)
01 09 13 02:53:02 *** Quit: CONR_ADD1 (Connection reset by peer)
01 09 13 02:53:02 *** Quit: SEADS_SD (Connection reset by peer)
01 09 13 02:53:02 *** Quit: CONR_CEDO (Connection reset by peer)
01 09 13 02:53:04 *** Disconnected from cmsap1.reluca
01 09 13 03 12:26 *** Now talking in #conr_c20
01 09 13 03 27:38 *** Quit: BSXO (Ping timeout)
01 09 13 03 27:39 *** Quit: SEADS_SD (Error 0)
01 09 13 03 27:39 *** Disconnected from cmsap1.reluca
01 09 13 03 28:26 *** Now talking in #conr_c20
01 09 13 03 28:27 *** Quit: SEADS_SD (No such file or directory)
01 09 13 03 28:56 *** Join: SEADS_SD (SEADS_SD @ seads4.reluca)
01 09 13 03 29:29 *** Quit: nbmcaew-t (Error 0)
01 09 13 03 29:30 *** Join: nbmcaew-t (nbmcaew-t @ 157.219.128.166)
01 09 13 03 30:10 *** Quit: SEADS_LG (Error 0)
01 09 13 03 30:10 *** Quit: SEADS_FO2 (Error 0)
01 09 13 03 30:10 *** Quit: SEADS_MCC (Error 0)
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01 09 13 03:30 10 *** Quit  WADSFO2 (Error 0)
01 09 13 03:30 10 *** Quit  SEADS_DO (Error 0)
01 09 13 03:30 10 *** Quit  SEADS_FO (Error 0)
01 09 13 03:30 13 *** Join  CONR_FPNB (CONR_FPNBC @ 204.20.68.91)
01 09 13 03:30 16 *** Join  WADS_FO (fo @ 204.36.174.93)
01 09 13 03:30 25 *** Join  SEADS_LG (SEADS_LG @ 204.20.69.140)
01 09 13 03:30 27 *** Join  SEADS_MCC (SEADS_MCC2 @ seadsc2.relan)
01 09 13 03:30 30 *** Join  SEADS_FO2 (nsfo @ 204.20.69.246)
01 09 13 03:30 34 *** Join  SEADS_DO (SEADS_DO @ 204.20.69.242)
01 09 13 03:30 38 *** Join  SEADS_FO (nsfo @ 204.20.69.245)
01 09 13 03:30 43 *** Join  WADSFO2 (FO2 @ 204.36.174.89)
01 09 13 03:32 51 *** Quit  NEADS_D01 (Ping timeout)
01 09 13 03:32 51 *** Quit  SEADS_LG (Dead socket)
01 09 13 03:32 51 *** Quit  SEADS_MCC (Dead socket)
01 09 13 03:32 52 *** Quit  SEADS_FO2 (Error 0)
01 09 13 03:32 52 *** Quit  SEADS_DO (No such file or directory)
01 09 13 03:32 55 *** Join  SEADS_MCC (SEADS_MCC2 @ seadsc2.relan)
01 09 13 03:33 54 *** Join  SEADS_LG (SEADS_LG @ 204.20.69.140)
01 09 13 03:33 09 *** Join  SEADS_FO2 (nsfo @ 204.20.69.246)
01 09 13 03:33 13 *** Join  SEADS_DO (SEADS_DO @ 204.20.69.242)
01 09 13 03:34 06 *** Join  SEADS_DO (Leaving)
01 09 13 03:34 06 *** Join  SEADS_DO (SEADS_DO @ 204.20.69.242)
01 09 13 03:34 57 *** Join  BSXO (BSXO @ 157.219.129.32)
01 09 13 03:38 21 "NEADS-ACW> CONR. CHIVALERY ALPHA ON STATION AT 0320Z AT 44N 88W. MR"
01 09 13 03:39 30 "SEADS_SD>: peel 33 airborne 0330 mV
01 09 13 03:40 16 "NEADS-ACW>: check acf FOR tanker for Chicago orbit 0600Z. TACC"
01 09 13 03:40 18 "flow sheet reflects fueler 33 but not in ATO. FY1."
01 09 13 03:52 00 *** Disconnected from cmasapl.relan
01 09 13 03:56 30 *** Now talking in =conr_co
01 09 13 03:57 17 *** Join  SEADS_LG (SEADS_LG @ 204.20.69.140)
01 09 13 03:57 24 *** Join  CONR_SADO (sado @ 204.20.68.79)
01 09 13 03:57 38 *** Join  CONRAEWT (CONRAEWT @ 204.20.68.67)
01 09 13 04:00 49 *** Join  CONR_CEDO (CONR_CEDO @ 204.20.68.94)
01 09 13 04:01 46 *** Join  SEADSMCC1 (SEADSMCC1 @ 204.20.69.251)
01 09 13 04:02 08 *** Disconnected from cmasapl.relan
01 09 13 04:02 41 *** Now talking in =conr_co
01 09 13 04:03 31 *** Join  SEADS_SD (SEADS-SD @ seadsc4.relan)
01 09 13 04:03 50 *** Join  SEADS_MCC (SEADS_MCC2 @ seadsc2.relan)
01 09 13 04:05 14 *** Quit  CONR_FPNB (Connection reset by peer)
01 09 13 04:05 14 *** Quit  SEADS_SD (No such file or directory)
01 09 13 04:05 29 *** Join  SEADS_SD (SEADS-SD @ seadsc4.relan)
01 09 13 04:05 44 *** Join  SEADS_DO (SEADS_DO @ 204.20.69.242)
01 09 13 04:06 53 *** Quit  SEADS_MCC (Ping timeout)
01 09 13 04:07 13 *** Quit  CONR_CEDO (Connection reset by peer)
01 09 13 04:07 13 *** Quit  CONR_SADO (Connection reset by peer)
01 09 13 04:07 18 *** Quit  CONRAEWT (Connection reset by peer)
01 09 13 04:07 19 *** Join  SEADS_MCC (SEADS_MCC2 @ seadsc2.relan)
01 09 13 04:08 31 *** Join  CONR_FPNB (CONR_FPNBC @ 204.20.68.91)
01 09 13 04:08 31 *** Quit  CONR_MAIN (Connection reset by peer)
01 09 13 04:09 18 *** Join  CONR_MAIN (CONR_MAIN @ 204.20.68.100)
01 09 13 04:09 28 *** Quit  SEADS_MCC (Connection reset by peer)
01 09 13 04:09 33 *** Join  SEADS_MCC (SEADS_MCC2 @ seadsc2.relan)
01 09 13 04:09 41 *** Quit  SEADS_SD (Connection reset by peer)
01 09 13 04:09 51 *** Join  CONR_CEDO (CONR_CEDO @ 204.20.68.94)
01 09 13 04:10 00 *** Join  SEADS_SD (SEADS-SD @ seadsc4.relan)
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01 13 04:10:00 *** Join: SEADS_FO (nsfo @204.20.69.245)
01 13 04:10:24 *** Join: CONR_AC20 (ac2o @204.20.68.77)
01 13 04:10:38 *** Join: CONR_SADO (sado @204.20.68.79)
01 13 04:11:13 *** Join: SEADS_FO2 (nsfo2 @204.20.69.246)
01 13 04:11:55 *** Join: CONR_CAP (CONR_CAP @204.20.68.105)
01 13 04:24:59 *** Join: CONR_A6 (a6 @204.20.68.78)
01 13 04:25:43 *** Quit: BSXO (Ping timeout)
01 13 04:28:48 *** Quit: NEADS-ACW (Leaving)
01 13 04:28:50 *** Join: NEADS-ACW (NEADS-ACWO @204.36.173.91)
01 13 04:29:31 *** Join: NEADS-FO (FO @204.20.6.37)
01 13 04:31:02 *** Join: NEADS-AO1 (AO1 @204.36.173.99)
01 13 04:37:26 <NEADS-ACW> : KNAPSACK ALPHA ON STATION @0400Z IN W386. MR
01 13 04:43 18 *** Quit: NEADS-FO (Error 0)
01 13 04:43:18 *** Quit: SEADS_FO2 (Error 0)
01 13 04:43:18 *** Quit: CONR_SADO (No such file or directory)
01 13 04:43:18 *** Quit: SEADS_FO (No such file or directory)
01 13 04:43:18 *** Quit: SEADS_SD (No such file or directory)
01 13 04:43:18 *** Quit: WADS_FO1 (No such file or directory)
01 13 04:43:18 *** Quit: CONR_MAIN (Error 0)
01 13 04:43:30 *** Join: CONR_SADO (sado @204.20.68.79)
01 13 04:43:38 *** Join: SEADS_FO2 (nsfo2 @204.20.69.246)
01 13 04:43:40 *** Join: SEADS_SD (SEADS SD @seadsc4.relcan)
01 13 04:43:51 *** Join: CONR_MAIN (CONR_MAIN @204.20.68.100)
01 13 04:43:56 *** Join: SEADS_FO (nsfo @204.20.69.245)
01 13 04:52:37 *** Join: CONR_C20 (c2o @204.20.68.66)
01 13 04:56:36 *** Quit: CONR_C20 (Error 0)
01 13 04:56:36 *** Quit: SEADS_FO2 (Dead socket)
01 13 04:56:37 *** Quit: SEADS_SD (Dead socket)
01 13 04:56:37 *** Quit: SEADS_FO (Error 0)
01 13 04:56:47 *** Join: CONR_C20 (c2o @204.20.68.66)
01 13 04:56:50 *** Join: SEADS_SD (SEADS_SD @seadsc4.relcan)
01 13 04:56:56 *** Join: SEADS_FO2 (nsfo2 @204.20.69.246)
01 13 04:57:08 *** Join: SEADS_FO (nsfo @204.20.69.245)
01 13 05:07:43 *** Quit: SEADS_FO (Connection reset by peer)
01 13 05:27:50 *** Join: NEADS-FO (FO @204.36.173.74)
01 13 05:37:07 *** Disconnected from cmasap1.relcan
01 13 05:28:19 *** Now talking in ~conr_co
01 13 06:28:38 <NEADS-ACW> CONR: PATSY 71 UNABLE TO REFUEL. WILL DEPART
STATION AT 0700Z. IS THERE ANOTHER E-3 AVAILABLE?. MR
01 13 06:29:49 *** Join: CONR_A6 (a6 @204.20.68.78)
01 13 06:31:21 *** Join: CONR_FPNB (CONR_FPNB @204.20.68.91)
01 13 06:31:41 *** Join: CONR_MAIN (CONR_MAIN @204.20.68.100)
01 13 06:31:49 *** Join: SEADS_FO2 (nsfo2 @204.20.69.246)
01 13 06:34:25 *** Join: CONR_ADD1 (ADD1 @204.20.68.80)
01 13 06:34:50 *** Join: CONR_SADO (sado @204.20.68.79)
01 13 06:35:09 *** Join: NEADS_DO1 (NEADS_DO1 @204.36.173.73)
01 13 06:37:11 <nbmeacw-t> CONR: Tinker is in the process of scrambling alert
E-3 to replace Patsy 71. Estimated T O time is 0800Z. sej
01 13 06:38:27 <NEADS-ACW> NEADS COPIES. MR
01 13 06:41:10 *** Disconnected from cmasap1.relcan
01 13 06:49:20 *** Now talking in ~conr_co
01 13 06:50:32 *** Join: CONR_CAP (CONR_CAP @204.20.68.105)
01 13 06:51:56 <nbmeacw-t> CONR NEADS: Scrambled E-3 c s. Sentry 61/Dragnet
Vector set
01 13 06:53:28 *** Join: WADSBC (bc @204.36.174.86)
01 13 06:54:47 *** Quit: NEADS-ACW (Ping timeout)
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01 09 13 06:56:23 *** Join: NEADS-ACW (NEADS-ACWO@204.36.173.91)
01 09 13 06:59:05 *** Join: SEADS_SD (SEADS-SD@seadsc4.relcan)
01 09 13 06:59:20 *** Join: NEADS-FO (FO@204.36.173.74)
01 09 13 06:59:33 *** Quit: WADSFO2 (Ping timeout)
01 09 13 06:59:38 *** Quit: WADSBC1 (Ping timeout)
01 09 13 07:01:04 *** Join: SEADS_MCC (SEADS_MCC2@seadsc2.relcan)
01 09 13 07:01:12 *** Join: WADSFO2 (FO@204.36.174.89)
01 09 13 07:01:36 *** Join: SEADS_FO (nsfo@204.20.69.245)
01 09 13 07:01:56 <CONR_C20> NEADS ACW - Please pass an updated off station time
for Frup 42 Thanks wd
d
01 09 13 07:06:35 *** Join: CONR_MAIN (CONR_MAINT@204.20.68.100)
01 09 13 07:06:51 <NEADS-ACW> FROG 42 IS IN THE EAST ORBIT ( WASH. DC ). ARE
YOU SURE YOU WANT OFF STATION REPORT WHEN HE COMPLETES HIS MSN ?
01 09 13 07:07:18 <CONR_C20> For WADS MCC: Plz pass me an E3 update when able.
Thanks wd
d
01 09 13 07:08:41 <CONR_C20> NEADS ACW - I just needed his proposed off station
time and the next E3 expected on station time. Thanks wd

d
01 09 13 07:16:11 <NEADS-ACW> KNAPSACK ALPHA ON TNKR 0608Z OFF TNKR0627Z
OFFLOADED 75% BINGO FUEL FOR BASE KTIK IS 1145. FOR LANGLEY 1427. WE SHOW
FUELER 13 SCHEDULED FOR ARCT WITH FRUMP 42 AT 1100Z. SCHEDULED OFF STATION
PER E3 ORBIT PLAN IS 1400Z.
01 09 13 07:22:25 *** Join: WADSBC (bc@204.36.174.86)
01 09 13 07:24:55 *** Join: CONR_CEDO (CONR_CEDO@204.20.68.94)
01 09 13 07:25:03 <WADSFO2> FOR CONR: ALB WILL BE UNABLE TO MAKE THEIR ATO
ALERT LINES AFTER THEIR CAP PERIOD OF 0200Z TO 1400Z OVER PHOENIX. DO WE NEED TO
BACKFILL THEIR LINES?
01 09 13 07:26:36 *** Join: NEADS_DOI (NEADS_DOI@204.36.173.73)
01 09 13 07:27:45 <nbmeaew-t> CONR NEADS: New scramble E-3 info: C/S will be
SENT 13 Goliath Delta, estimated airborne 0800Z. Will take Fuel 12
between 1130-1230Z, then next Fuelt 13 and Fuelt 14 as scheduled. sej
01 09 13 07:29:54 *** Quit: CONR_FPNB (Connection reset by peer)
01 09 13 07:29:54 *** Quit: NEADS_DOI (Error 0)
01 09 13 07:29:54 *** Quit: CONR_CEDO (No such file or directory)
01 09 13 07:29:54 *** Quit: SEADS_SD (Connection reset by peer)
01 09 13 07:29:54 *** Quit: CONR_MAIN (Connection reset by peer)
01 09 13 07:29:54 *** Quit: CONR_CAP (Connection reset by peer)
01 09 13 07:29:59 *** Quit: CONR_AC20 (Connection reset by peer)
01 09 13 07:30:01 *** Disconnected from cmasap1.relcan
01 09 13 07:30:33 *** Now talking in #conr_co
01 09 13 07:30:45 *** Join: SEADS_SD (SEADS-SD@seadsc1.relcan)
01 09 13 07:30:59 *** Join: CONR_FPNB (CONR_FPNB@204.20.68.91)
01 09 13 07:33:36 *** Disconnected from cmasap1.relcan
01 09 13 09:44:02 *** Now talking in #conr_co
01 09 13 09:48:20 *** Join: CONR_SADO (sado@204.20.68.79)
01 09 13 09:58:27 *** Join: NBMC_NLNO (NavalLNO@157.219.128.177)
01 09 13 10:03:12 *** Join: CONR_MAIN (CONR_MAINT@204.20.68.100)
01 09 13 10:05:14 *** Join: SEADS_MCC (SEADS_MCC2@seadsc2.relcan)
01 09 13 10:09:38 *** Join: CONR_C20 (e2o@204.20.68.66)
01 09 13 10:17:45 *** Join: CONR_CCO (cc0@204.20.68.69)
01 09 13 10:21:01 <WADSFO2> ATO CHANGE REQUEST: REPLACE VFA-201 WITH 301st FW AT
NAS FORT WORTH. THEY CAN SUSTAIN 4 F-16 ON 15M FOR UP TO 2 WEEKS. WE WOULD
LIKE TO KEEP VFA-201 ON RPI FOR A F-18. ADDITIONALLY, BUCKLEY HAS REQUESTED
THAT THEIR LINE REFLECT 8 AIRCRAFT. THAT'S WHAT IT REQUIRES TO MAN BOTH OF
THEIR CAPS - DENVER AND COLORADO SPRINGS. rmh
01 09 13 10:22:20 <CONR_CCO> copy your message. I'll have some people look at it
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and get back to you - hike

01 09 13 10:24:00 <CONR_CCO> WADS, can you elaborate on reason why VFA 201 is having difficulty keeping 4 jets on status?*
01 09 13 10:28:29 <CONR_CCO> WADS - Will call you for more info about Carswell (VFA 201) Regarding the second issue - Buckley is to keep 4 on status. Only one cap required, at Denver.
01 09 13 10:29:15 <CONR_CCO> Cap at CO Springs is not required, CONR DO sends. Highly unlikely that Cheyenne mtn could be threatened by an airborne threat.
01 09 13 10:30:04 *** Join: WADSDo (do @ 204.36.174.73)
01 09 13 10:30:42 *** Join: CONR_CEDo (CONR_CEDo @ 204.20.68.94)
01 09 13 10:30:56 <WADSFO2> - VF-201 CAN ONLY MAINTAIN 2 PILOTS ON STATUS 247.
01 09 13 10:31:20 <WADSFO2> COPY BUCKLEY REQUIREMENT OF ONLY DENVER CAP - WILL PASS.
01 09 13 10:32:18 <CONR_CCO> - Ops that If VF 201 is unable to meet ATO tasking then CONR DO will direct an ATO change and task the 301 FW.
Understand that airborne CAPs will almost certainly be eliminated today, and only ground alert will remain.

01 09 13 10:44:59 *** Disconnected from cmasap1.relcan
01 09 13 10:46:22 *** Now talking in #conr_co
01 09 13 10:46:27 *** Join: CONR_C2o (c2o @ 204.20.68.66)
01 09 13 10:46:28 *** Quit: CONR_SADO (Connection reset by peer)
01 09 13 10:46:45 *** Quit: NEADS-ACW (Connection reset by peer)
01 09 13 10:47:47 *** Join: SEADS_SD (SEADS_SD2 @ seasdc4.relcan)
01 09 13 10:47:57 *** Join: CONR_SADO (sado @ 204.20.68.79)
01 09 13 10:47:41 *** Join: CONR_ADD2 (ADD @ 204.20.68.80)
01 09 13 10:47:42 *** Join: SEADS_DO (SEADS_DO @ 204.20.69.24)
01 09 13 10:47:44 *** Join: SEADS_MCC (SEADS_MCC2 @ seasdc2.relcan)
01 09 13 10:50:30 *** Disconnected from cmasap1.relcan
01 09 13 10:50:32 *** Now talking in #conr_co
01 09 13 10:50:34 *** Join: CONR_FPNB (CONR_FPNB @ 204.20.68.91)
01 09 13 10:52:09 <WADSFO2> - COPY. WILL SPIN UP THE 301st.
01 09 13 10:55:04 *** Disconnected from cmasap1.relcan
01 09 13 10:55:51 *** Now talking in #conr_co
01 09 13 10:56:03 *** Join: SEADS_DO (SEADS_DO @ 204.20.69.242)
01 09 13 10:56:11 *** Join: SEADS_MCC (SEADS_MCC2 @ seasdc2.relcan)
01 09 13 10:56:45 *** Join: CONR_FPNB (CONR_FPNB @ 204.20.68.91)
01 09 13 10:57:17 *** Join: SEADS_LG (SEADS_LG @ 204.20.69.140)
01 09 13 10:57:41 *** Join: CONR_CCO (cco @ 204.20.68.69)
01 09 13 10:59:12 *** Join: CONR_AC20 (ac2o @ 204.20.68.77)
01 09 13 11:00:36 *** Disconnected from cmasap1.relcan
01 09 13 11:42:05 *** Now talking in #conr_co
01 09 13 11:42:11 *** Join: CONR_A6 (a6 @ 204.20.68.78)
01 09 13 11:49:52 *** Join: WADSBC (bc @ 204.26.174.86)
01 09 13 11:49:55 <CONR_DCO> CONR DCO CCO Day Shift Ltc Steve "Zuehl" Usher and Ltc Col Craig "Windy" Windorf on duty. scu
01 09 13 11:52:01 *** Join: NEADS-FO (FO @ 204.36.173.74)
01 09 13 11:52:50 *** Join: NEADS_DO1 (NEADS_DO1 @ 204.36.173.73)
01 09 13 11:58:38 <CONR_DCO> SEADS NEADS WADS. Here's what we're working to fix based on changeover and VTC this morning: 1) Resolve Carswell situation-MG
Arnold indicated he thought ACC had asked us (try?) not to task the 310st due to AEF commitments. scu
01 09 13 12:06:48 *** Join: CONR_AC20 (ac2o @ 204.20.68.77)
01 09 13 12:08:02 *** Join: SEADS_FO2 (nsf @ 204.20.69.246)
01 09 13 12:08:53 *** Join: SEADS_FO (nsf @ 204.20.69.245)
01 09 13 12:10:27 <CONR_DCO> Sector: Understand you are working with your FAA reps to establish integrated procedures for CAPs in FAA airspace with
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commercial traffic resuming. AF Cat Team. L.tc. Col. Corghen. DSN 225-5554 and Maj Paxton have discussed possible resolutions handled at the sector levels. Perhaps standardizing CAP sanctuaries for 5000 altitude block altitude and 25-30 range and AZ for fighters to CAP. Can we standardize these CAP sizes and altitudes and get their locations? Perhaps 20-2500' 25-30 NM as a start.

01 09 13 12 12 33 - <CONR_DCO>: Sectors: 703-904-4223 4424, Secure FAX 4560. Maj Vogel or Maj Murphy. ATC Command Center is working this issue as well.

01 09 13 12 14 49 - <WADSFO:F> FOR ATO CHANGE RE: CARSWELL - JUST SPOKE WITH GEN Dylko. NO AEF IMPACT WITH 4 IMMEDIATE FOR NEXT 2 WEEKS. REQUESTED CHANGE TO ATO IS GIVE ONE OF VF-201'S LINES TO TYHE 301st. THE NAVY CAN REPEAT. CAN SUSTAIN 2 AC ON IMMEDIATE FOR NEXT TWO WEEKS. THEY ARE WORKING VERY CLOSER

WITH THE 301st. ONLY CAVEATE FOR VF-201 IS NO SLammers. BUT DO HAVE HEATERS AND GUN AS WELL AS 3 BAGS RAWHIDE SENDS. Mmh.

01 09 13 12 17 43 - <WADSFO:F> FOR CAPS IN FAA AIRSPACE: WADS HAS NO ISSUES WITH STANDARDIZING THE ORBITS. WE SUBMITTED 25nm RADII IN 25-30K.

01 09 13 12 21 08 - <CONR_DCO>: Caps submission...did you provide coordinates as well? Once we find out what's approved. we should do an ATO change to add info for our pilots information. How about tanker and E-3 CAPS? scu

01 09 13 12 22 21 - <SEADS_FO>: SEADS IS WORKING TWO FAA ISSUES. CAP MANNING OVER ASSIGNED CITIES AND SCRAMBLE PROCEDURES FOR NON-TRADITIONAL ASA BASES TO COVER SECTOR AOR_TK.

01 09 13 12 31 08 - ***Disconnected from cmasapl.relcan

01 09 13 12 32 33 - *** Now talking in #conr_co

01 09 13 12 34 14 - <CONR_DCO>: CCO. Call ACC CAT team to coord this proposal along with AOC and make change to ATO for today and tomorrow and get Strat.

Plans to make some change tomorrow scu

01 09 13 12 35 08 - ***Join: SEADMCC1 (SEADMCC1 @ 204.20.69.25) 1

01 09 13 12 35 48 - <CONR_DCO>: WADS 'Windy to work Carswell ATO change...scu'....

01 09 13 12 36 53 - ***Disconnected from cmasapl.relcan

01 09 13 13 06 12 - *** Now talking in #conr_co

01 09 13 13 20 35 - *** Quit: NEADS-FO (Leaving)

01 09 13 13 20 97 - *** Join: NEADS-FO (FO @ 204.36.173.74)

01 09 13 13 26 44 - *** Join: NEADS_DO1 (NEADS_DO1 @ 204.36.173.73)

01 09 13 13 27 02 - *** Join: SEADS_LG (SEADS_LG @ 204.20.69.146)

01 09 13 13 28 44 - *** Part: WADSBC (bc @ 204.36.173.86)

01 09 13 13 31 46 - *** Join: SEADMCC1 (SEADMCC1 @ 204.20.69.251)

01 09 13 13 51 49 - *** Join: NEADS-ACW (NEADS-ACW @ 204.36.173.91)

01 09 13 13 54 40 - *** Join: CONR_MAIN (CONR_MAIN @ 204.20.68.100)

01 09 13 13 59 16 - NEADS-FO: CONR DCO. We are reviewing new ATO (14 Sep) posted on NORAD web site - have question regarding Para B1.3 which refers to continuing 24 Hour fighter caps over major cities. We thought we were transitioning to caps in NE over NYC and Wash D.C. only. Please advise.

01 09 15 14 12 44 - <CONR_DCO>: NEADS ATO is correct. That is the plan here for now. Decision to go from 15 caps to 2 caps will be made by 1600Z this afternoon. plan on keeping 15 caps until told otherwise!! scu

01 09 15 14 13 55 - NEADS-FO: NEADS copies. thanks.

01 09 15 14 14 29 - ***Disconnected from cmasapl.relcan

01 09 15 14 14 55 - *** Now talking in #conr_co

01 09 15 14 14 55 - ***Disconnected from cmasapl.relcan

01 09 15 14 16 17 - *** Now talking in #conr_co

01 09 15 14 17 18 - CONR_DCO: NEADS-FO: WADS AF CAT TEAM has advised FAA that we need airspace for 15 caps. I'm drafting you an e-mail with proposed
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standards for fighter and tanker CAPS scu
01 09 13 14 17 34 <CONR_DCO> WADS Status of unknown in TX and scramble when
able scu
01 09 13 14 18 22 <WADSFO2> FYI unknown slowmover ac over of president's ranch
carwell, tx 24f-18s inbound, few miles north of contact sb
01 09 13 14 19 10 <WADSFO2> con: acknowledge receipt of my last sb
01 09 13 14 19 24 <CONR_DCO> WADS Have it...AOCD notified scu
01 09 13 14 20 38 <CONR_DCO> NEADS FO Copy intel on slowmover over NCA. Is
CAP on it? scu
01 09 13 14 21 43 <NEADS-FO> Working it...tg
01 09 13 14 21 45 *** Join: CONR_CCO teco @ 204.20.68.69
01 09 13 14 22 33 <NEADS-FO> CAP is on vector to intercept. tg
01 09 13 14 24 01 *** Join: CONR_CEDO (CONR_CEDO @ 204.20.68.94)
01 09 13 14 24 15 <CONR_DCO> COPY scu
01 09 13 14 24 48 *** Join: CONRAEW-T (CONRAEW-T @ 204.20.68.67)
01 09 13 14 29 09 <CONR_DCO> WADS Copy TX track landed at grass strip and LEA
notified scu
01 09 13 14 29 59 <WADSFO2> TX aircraft (Ciabria) landed on grass strip at
N3136 W09720. Intercept ac overhead. Law enforcement notified and
responding
01 09 13 14 30 48 <CONR_DCO> Did F-18s intercept prior to landing or were they
still in tail chase? scu
01 09 13 14 31 21 <WADSFO2> Did intercept.
01 09 13 14 32 03 <CONR_AC2O> NEADS ACWO-- Need your GMR need/beddown plan as
soon as practical. rld
01 09 13 14 33 12 <CONR_DCO> Copy. scu looks like we're going to be busy today
as traffic starts flying again...maybe we'll get some news that will
reinforce our public that we are defended and that pilots need to file
flight plans and squawk appropriately so they don't pop up as unknown//scu.
01 09 13 14 37 10 *** Join: NBMCGE (GroundEnvt@157.219.128.186)
01 09 13 14 38 51 <CONR_AC2O> NEADS ACWO--Sentry 52s data link up yet? rld
01 09 13 14 41 06 <NEADS-FO> All mobile units in place at current mob
locations
01 09 13 14 41 07 *** Quit: SEADS_DO (Error 0)
01 09 13 14 42 04 *** Quit: CONR_SADO (Error 0)
01 09 13 14 42 04 *** Quit: SEADS_FO2 (No such file or directory)
01 09 13 14 42 04 *** Quit: SEADS_SD (Error 0)
01 09 13 14 42 04 *** Quit: WADSFO2 (No such file or directory)
01 09 13 14 42 04 *** Quit: SEADS_FO (Error 0)
01 09 13 14 42 04 *** Quit: SEADS_MCC (Error 0)
01 09 13 14 42 09 *** Join: SEADS_DO (SEADS_DO@204.20.69.242)
01 09 13 14 42 12 *** Join: SEADS_SD (SEADS-SD@seadsc4.relcan)
01 09 13 14 42 18 *** Join: SEADS_FO (nsfo@204.20.69.245)
01 09 13 14 42 24 *** Join: SEADS_MCC (SEADS_MCC2@seadsc2.relcan)
01 09 13 14 42 27 *** Join: SEADS_FO2 (nsfo2@204.20.69.246)
01 09 13 14 42 30 *** Join: CONR_SADO (sado@204.20.68.79)
01 09 13 14 42 34 *** Join: WADSFO2 (FO2@204.36.174.89)
01 09 13 14 45 50 <CONR_DCO> NEADS Status of intercept, any update from
F-37 scu
01 09 13 14 52 06 *** Join: SEADSMCC1 (SEADSMCC1@204.20.69.251)
Text Saved Thu Sep 13 14:52:37 2001
*** Quit CONR_CCO (Error 0)
*** Quit SLADS_LG (Error 0)
*** Quit CONR_SADO (No such file or directory)
*** Quit CONR_DCIO (No such file or directory)
*** Quit SEADS_MCC (Error 0)
** Quit SEADS_MCC (Error 0)  
** Quit: CONR_CCO (Error 0)  
** Quit: CONR_CAP (Error 0)  
** Quit: WADSFO2 (Error 0)  
** Join CONR_A6 (a6 @ 204.20.68.78)  
** Join: SEADS_SD (SEADS-SD@seadc4.relcan)  
** Join: SEADS_LG (SEADS_LG@204.20.69.140)  
** Join: SEADS_FO info2 @ 204.20.69.245  
** Join: SEADS_FO info2 @ 204.20.69.246  
** Join: SEADS_MCC (SEADS_MCC2 @ seadc2.relcan)  
** Join: WADSFO2 (FO2 @ 204.36.174.89)  
- **CONR_DCO: NEADS SEADS WADS. See e-mail with COA update and discussion on RPI stuff. scu  
- **CONR_DCO: NBMC_FIDO: New COA update slides sent via chat...confirm receipt.  
  These are for the VTC. COA 1 is old COA 2. COA 4 is now COA 2, and COA 3 is still COA 3...the last two COA options were reversed in order./scu/  
** Join: CONR_CCO (eco @ 204.20.68.69)  
** Join: SEADS_DO (SEADS_DO @ 204.20.69.242)  
** Join: NBMCGE (GroundEnvig @ 157.219.128.186)  
** Join: NEADS-ACW (NEADS-ACWO @ 204.36.173.91)  
** Quit: NBMC_NLNO (Connection reset by peer)  
** Quit: NEADS-ACW (Error 0)  
** Quit: NBMCGE (No such file or directory)  
** Quit: SEADS_DO (No such file or directory)  
** Quit: CONR_CCO (No such file or directory)  
** Quit: WADSFO2 (No such file or directory)  
** Join: SEADS_DO (SEADS_DO @ 204.20.69.242)  
** Join: CONR_CCO (eco @ 204.20.68.69)  
** Join: WADSFO2 (FO2 @ 204.36.174.89)  
** Join: NEADS-ACW (NEADS-ACWO @ 204.36.173.91)  
** Join: CONR_CAP (CONR_CAP @ 204.20.68.105)  
- **CONR_DCO: NBMC_FIDO: Sent you file again with updated numbers in upper left of current posture. Did you get it. Total #s same, but breakdown by A/C different scu  
- **CONR_DCO: SEADS_NEADS_WADS: CONR CAP advises that there are a lot of errors in the ATO for tomorrow. I've sent him the COA 1 to correct it in Change 1 scu  
- **CONR_DCO: NEADS & WADS: ATO for tomorrow is correct for USS Stennis (4xF-18s) and USS George Washington (8xF-18s) for tomorrow's ATO even though their numbers are not included in the total fighters for COA 1. That won't change in Change 1 scu  
** Quit: CONR_CCO (Dead socket)  
** Quit: NEADS-ACW (Dead socket)  
** Quit: WADSFO2 (Dead socket)  
** Quit: nbmcaev-1 (Error 0)  
** Join: nbmcaev-1 (nbmcaev-1 @ 157.219.128.166)  
** Join: NEADS-ACW (NEADS-ACWO @ 204.36.173.91)  
- **CONR_DCO: SEADS NEADS WADS: Be advised that slide 5 of the COA brief should say COA 1 Fighter and Tanker CAPs vice COA 2 Fighter and Tanker CAPs./scu-  
** Join: CONR_MAIN (CONR_MAIN@ 204.20.68.100)  
** Join: NBMC_NLNO (NavalLNO @ 157.219.128.177)  
** Join: SEADSMCC1 (SEADSMCC1 @ 204.20.69.251)  
** Quit: CONR_MAIN (Error 0)  
** Quit: SEADS_SD (No such file or directory)  
** Quit: SEADS_FO2 (Leaving)  
** Join: SEADS_SD (SEADS-SD @ seadc4.relcan)
Join CONR_MAIN (CONR_MAIN@204.20.68.100)
Join CONR_MAIN (No such file or directory)
Join CONR_MAIN (CONR_MAIN@204.20.68.100)
Quit CONR_MAIN (No such file or directory)
Quit SEADS_LG (Error 0)
Join CONR_CCO (cco@204.20.68.69)
Join CONR_MAIN (CONR_MAIN@204.20.68.100)
Join SEADS_LG (SEADS_LG@204.20.69.140)
\^NBMC_FIDO-CONR_DCO: Please resend updated slides. Z
Quit CONR_CCO (Connection reset by peer)
Join CONR_CCO (cco@204.20.68.69)
CONR_DCO-FIDO: Just sent again...only change from last one was reticle of slide 5 to COA Fighter and Tanker CAPs. \"scu\"
CONR_DCO-SEADS: CONR Tanker rep says Refuel 92, 97, 98, and 88 are scrambling. Will be at orbit points NLT 60 minutes MAX. Hopefully, will be a lot shorter. Maj Gardner taking over as new DCO and Maj Heikkinen as CCO. \textit{scu}
Quit CONR_CCO (Connection reset by peer)
Quit CONR_FPNB (Connection reset by peer)
Quit SEADS_SD (Connection reset by peer)
Quit CONR_SADO (Connection reset by peer)
Quit SEADS_LG (Connection reset by peer)
Quit SEADS_DO (Connection reset by peer)
Quit CONRAEW-T (Connection reset by peer)
Quit CONR_CAP (Connection reset by peer)
Quit CONR_A2O (Connection reset by peer)
Quit SEADS_MO (Connection reset by peer)
Quit SEADS_MCC (Connection reset by peer)
Disconnected from cmsap1.reclan
Now talking in #conr_co
Join CONR_CEO (CONR_CEO@204.20.68.94)
Join SEADS_MO (nsef@204.20.69.245)
Quit NEADS-ACW (Connection reset by peer)
Quit SEADS_MCC (Connection reset by peer)
Quit CONR_FPNB (Connection reset by peer)
Quit CONR_MAIN (Connection reset by peer)
Quit SEADS_LG (Connection reset by peer)
Quit NEADS-MO (Connection reset by peer)
Quit CONR_CEO (Connection reset by peer)
Join CONR_CEO (CONR_CEO@204.20.68.94)
Join SEADS_LG (SEADS_LG@204.20.69.140)
Join CONR_A2O (acz@204.20.68.77)
Join CONR_FPNB (CONR_FPNB@204.20.68.91)
Join SEADS_MCC (SEADS_MCC@seadsc2.reclan)
Join NEADS-MO (FO@204.36.173.74)
Join NEADS-ACW (NEADS-ACW@204.36.173.91)
Join CONRAEW-T (CONRAEW-T@204.20.68.67)
Join CONR_A6 (a6@204.20.68.78)
Quit CONR_FPNB (Connection reset by peer)
Quit NEADS-MO (Connection reset by peer)
Quit SEADS_SD (Connection reset by peer)
Quit SEADS_MO (Connection reset by peer)
Join CONR_FPNB (CONR_FPNB@204.20.68.91)
Join NBMCGE (GroundEnv@157.219.128.186)
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*NBMC_FIDO* CONR_DCO: Received updated slides. ... thanks. z

*** Join CONR_SADO (sado @ 204.20.68.79)
*** Join BSXO (BSXO @ 157.219.129.32)

'BSXO' Conr Is it possible to post your evening VTC slide to the web so we may access them tb

'BSXO' Specifically looking for COA slides. tb

*** Join CONR_MOVE (CONR_MOVE @ 204.20.68.98)

<CONR_DCO> WADS to call me ASASP ref. Tanker Checks 523-5784

*** Quit SEADS_MCC (Connection reset by peer)
*** Quit CONR_ADD1 (Connection reset by peer)
*** Quit NEADS-FO (FO @ 204.36.173.74)
*** Quit CONR_SADO (Connection reset by peer)
*** Quit CONR_SADO (sado @ 204.20.68.79)
*** Quit CONR_A6 (Connection reset by peer)
*** Join CONR_A6 (A6 @ 204.20.68.78)
*** Join CONR_ADD1 (ADD @ 204.20.68.80)

*** Join SEADS_MCC (SEADS_MCC2 @ seadsc2.relcan)
*** Join SEADS_SD (SEADS_SD @ seadsc4.relcan)
*** Quit CONR_A6 (Error 0)
*** Quit NEADS-FO (No such file or directory)
*** Quit BSXO (No such file or directory)
*** Join BSXO (BSXO @ 157.219.129.32)
*** Join CONR_A6 (A6 @ 204.20.68.78)
*** Join NEADS_DO1 (NEADS_DO1 @ 204.36.173.73)
*** Join NEADS-FO (FO @ 204.36.173.74)

Disconnected from cmasap1.relcan

*** Now talking in =conr_co

*** Quit WADSFO2 (Leaving)
*** Join WADSFO2 (FO2 @ 204.36.174.89)
*** Part WADSFO2 (FO2 @ 204.36.174.89)
*** Join WADSFO2 (FO2 @ 204.36.174.89)

> WADSFO2> test

> WADSFO2> sorry. had to disconnect and reconnect to get this channel to work.

hjh

*** Quit NEADS-ACW (Leaving)
*** Join NEADS-ACW (NEADS-ACWO @ 204.36.173.91)
*** Join NEADS_DO1 (NEADS_DO1 @ 204.36.173.73)
*** Join BSXO (BSXO @ 157.219.129.32)

> NEADS-ACW> conr ref our request of 01 09 13 01:16:01 our request for changes to the ATO. do you have update for us ?, please advise TH

*** Join CONR_MAIN (CONR_MAIN @ 204.20.68.100)
*** Join NEADS-FO (FO @ 204.36.173.74)
*** Part NBMCGE (GroundEnvi @ 157.219.128.186)
*** Quit BSXO (Ping timeout)

*** Join NEADS-ACW (Leaving)
*** Join NEADS-ACW (NEADS-ACWO @ 204.36.173.91)

> NEADS-ACW> For CONR E3 cell: Request info on the E3 refuel plan for next set of E3's Patys 71 and Frump 42? Please pass to NEADS ACWO.

*** Join CONR_C2O (C2O @ 204.20.68.66)

<CONR_C2O> For NEADS: your ATO input has been input into the next ATO. wkd

*** Join SEADS_FO2 (nsfo2 @ 204.20.69.246)
*** Quit CONR_MOVE (Connection reset by peer)
*** Join CONR_MOVE (CONR_MOVE @ 204.20.68.98)
*** Quit CONR_FPNB (Connection reset by peer)
*** Quit NEADS-ACW (Error 0)
*** Quit NEADS-FO (Error 0)
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*** Quit: CONR_MAIN (Connection reset by peer)
*** Quit: NEADS_DO1 (Error 0)
*** Quit: WADSFO2 (No such file or directory)
*** Quit: SEADS_DO (Error 0)
*** Quit: CONR_MOVE (No such file or directory)
*** Join: CONR_MAIN (CONR_MAINT q 204.20.68.100)
*** Join: SEADS_DO1 (NEADS_DO q 204.20.69.242)
*** Join: CONR_MOVE (CONR_MOVE q 204.20.68.98)
*** Join: WADSFO2 (FO2 q 204.36.174.89)
*** Quit: CONR_CEDEO (Connection reset by peer)
*** Quit: WADSFO2 (No such file or directory)
*** Quit: CONR_MOVE (No such file or directory)
*** Quit: NEADS_DO1 (Error 0)
*** Quit: CONR_MAIN (Error 0)
*** Quit: CONR_CAP (Error 0)
*** Quit: CONR_C20 (Broken pipe)
*** Join: NEADS_DO1 (NEADS_DO1 q 204.36.173.73)
*** Join: CONR_CEDEO (CONR_CEDEO q 204.20.68.94)
*** Join: CONR_MOVE (CONR_MOVE q 204.20.68.98)
*** Join: CONR_MAIN (CONR_MAINT q 204.20.68.100)
*** Join: WADSFO2 (FO2 q 204.36.174.89)
*** Join: CONR_C20 (C20 q 204.20.68.66)
*** Join: SEADS_SD (inso q 204.36.173.91)
*** Join: NEADS-ACW (NEADS-ACWO q 204.36.173.91)
*** Quit: CONR_ADD1 (Connection reset by peer)
*** Quit: SEADS_SD (Connection reset by peer)
*** Quit: CONR_CEDEO (Connection reset by peer)
*** Disconnected from emsap1.reclan
*** Now talking in #conr_co
*** Quit: BSXO (Ping timeout)
*** Quit: SEADS_SD (Error 0)
*** Disconnected from emsap1.reclan
*** Now talking in #conr_co
*** Quit: SEADS_SD (No such file or directory)
*** Join: SEADS_SD (SEADS-SD # seadsch.reclan)
*** Quit: nmbcaew-1 (Error 0)
*** Join: nmbcaew-1 (nmbcaew-1 q 157.219.128.166)
*** Quit: SEADS_LG (Error 0)
*** Quit: SEADS_FO2 (Error 0)
*** Quit: SEADS_MCC (Error 0)
*** Quit: WADSFO2 (Error 0)
*** Quit: SEADS_DO (Error 0)
*** Quit: SEADS_FO (Error 0)
*** Join: CONR_FPNB (CONR_FPNB # 204.20.68.91)
*** Join: WADS_FO1 (fo q 204.36.174.93)
*** Join: SEADS_LG (SEADS_LG q 204.20.69.140)
*** Join: SEADS_MCC (SEADS_MCC2 # seadsch.reclan)
*** Join: SEADS_FO2 (inso q 204.20.69.246)
*** Join: SEADS_SD (SEADS_SD # 204.20.69.242)
*** Join: SEADS_FO (inso q 204.20.69.245)
*** Join: WADSFO2 (FO2 q 204.36.174.89)
*** Quit: NEADS_DO1 (Ping timeout)
*** Quit: SEADS_LG (Dead socket)
*** Quit: SEADS_MCC (Dead socket)
*** Quit: SEADS_FO2 (Error 0)
** Quit SEADS_DO (No such file or directory) **
** Join SEADS_MCC (SEADS_MCC2 @ seadsc2.relay) **
** Join SEADS_LG (SEADS_LG @ 204.20.69.140) **
** Join SEADS_FO2 (nsfo2 @ 204.20.69.246) **
** Join SEADS_DO (SEADS_DO @ 204.20.69.242) **
** Quit SEADS_DO (Leaving) **
** Join SEADS_DO (SEADS_DO @ 204.20.69.242) **
** Join BSXO (BSXO @ 157.219.129.32) **
** NEADS-ACW: CONR, CHIVALERY ALPHA ON STATION AT 0302Z AT 44N 88W. MR **
** SEADS SD: peel 33 airborne 0330 mv **
** NEADS-ACW: CHECK for tanker for Chicago orbit 0600Z. TACC flow sheet reflects fueler 33 but not in ATO FYI **
** Quit SEADS_SD (SEADS_SD @ seadsc4.relay) **
** Join SEADS_SD (SEADS_SD @ seadsc4.relay) **
** Quit CONR_SADO (sado @ 204.20.68.79) **
** Join CONRAEW-T (CONRAEW-T @ 204.20.68.67) **
** Join CONR_CEDO (CONR_CEDO @ 204.20.68.94) **
** Join SEADMCC1 (SEADMCC1 @ 204.20.69.251) **
** Quit CONR_CEDO (Connection reset by peer) **
** Quit CONR_SADO (Connection reset by peer) **
** Quit CONRAEW-T (Connection reset by peer) **
** Join CONR_MAIN (CONR_MAIN @ 204.20.68.100) **
** Quit CONR_MAIN (Connection reset by peer) **
** Quit SEADMCC1 (Connection reset by peer) **
** Quit SEADMCC1 (SEADMCC1 @ seadsc2.relay) **
** Quit SEADMCC1 (Connection reset by peer) **
** Quit SEADS_SD (Connection reset by peer) **
** Join CONR_CEDO (CONR_CEDO @ 204.20.68.94) **
** Join SEADS_SD (SEADS_SD @ seadsc4.relay) **
** Quit CONR_FPNB (Connection reset by peer) **
** Quit SEADS_SD (No such file or directory) **
** Join SEADS_SD (SEADS_SD @ seadsc4.relay) **
** Quit BSXO (Ping timeout) **
** Quit NEADS-ACW (Leaving) **
** Join NEADS-ACW (NEADS-ACW @ 204.36.173.91) **
** Quit SEADS_FO2 (Error 0) **
** Quit CONR_SADO (No such file or directory) **
** Quit SEADS_FO2 (No such file or directory) 
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*** Quit SEADS_SD (No such file or directory)  
*** Quit WA1DS_FO1 (No such file or directory)  
*** Quit CONR_MAIN (Error 0)  
*** Join CONR_SADO (sado a204.20.68.79)  
*** Join SEADS_FO2 (nsfo2 a204.20.69.246)  
*** Join SEADS_SD (SEADS-SD@seads4.relcan)  
*** Join CONR_MAIN (CONR_MAINT a204.20.68.100)  
*** Join SEADS_FO (nsfo a204.20.69.245)  
*** Join CONR_C20 (c20 a204.20.68.66)  
*** Quit CONR_C20 (Error 0)  
*** Quit SEADS_FO2 (Dead socket)  
*** Quit SEADS_SD (Dead socket)  
*** Quit SEADS_FO (Error 0)  
*** Join CONR_C20 (c20 a204.20.68.66)  
*** Join SEADS_SD (SEADS-SD@seads4.relcan)  
*** Join SEADS_FO2 (nsfo2 a204.20.69.246)  
*** Join SEADS_FO (nsfo a204.20.69.245)  
*** Quit SEADS_FO (Connection reset by peer)  
*** Join NEADS_FO (FO a204.36.173.74)  
*** Disconnected from cmasap1.relcan  
*** Now talking in #conr_co  
• NEADS-ACW • CONR • PATSY ?! UNABLE TO REFUEL, WILL DEPART STATION AT 0700Z. IS  
  THERE ANOTHER E-3 AVAILABLE" MR  
*** Join CONR_A6 (ab a204.20.68.78)  
*** Join CONR_FPNB (CONR_FPNBC ab a204.20.68.91)  
*** Join CONR_MAIN (CONR_MAINT ab a204.20.68.100)  
*** Join SEADS_FO2 (nsfo2 ab a204.20.69.246)  
*** Join CONR_ADD1 (ADD-ab a204.20.68.80)  
*** Join CONR_SADO (sado ab a204.20.68.79)  
*** Join NEADS_D01 (NEADS_D01 ab a204.36.173.73)  
  nbmcaew-ct • CONR, Tinker is in the process of scrambling alert E-3 to replace  
  Patsy ? Estimate TO time is 0800Z, sej  
• NEADS-ACW • NEADS COPIES • MR  
*** Disconnected from cmasap1.relcan  
*** Now talking in #conr_co  
*** Join CONR_CAP (CONR_CAP ab a204.20.68.105)  
  nbmcaew-ct • CONR NEADS, Scrambled E-3 c.s. Sentry 61 Dragnet Victor, sej  
*** Join WA1DSBC (bc ab a204.36.174.86)  
*** Quit NEADS-ACW (Ping timeout)  
*** Join NEADS-ACW (NEADS-ACWO ab a204.36.173.91)  
*** Join SEADS_SD (SEADS-SD@seads4.relcan)  
*** Join NEADS_FO (FO ab a204.36.173.74)  
*** Quit WA1DSFO2 (Ping timeout)  
*** Quit WA1DSBC (Ping timeout)  
*** Join SEADS_MCC (SEADS_MCC2 ab seads2.relcan)  
*** Join WA1DSFO2 (FO2 ab a204.36.174.89)  
*** Join SEADS_FO (nsfo ab a204.20.69.245)  
• CONR_C20 • NEADS ACW • Please pass an updated off station time for Frup 42.  
  Thanks wkd  
*** Join CONR_MAIN (CONR_MAINT ab a204.20.68.100)  
• NEADS-ACW • FOR WADS MCCT, Plz pass me an E3 update when able. Thanks. wkd  
• CONR_C20 • NEADS ACW • I just needed his proposed off station time and the next  
  E3 expected on station time. Thanks wkd
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"NEADS-ACW": KNAPSACK ALPHA ON TNKR 0608Z OFF TNKR0627Z OFFLOADED75K BINGO FUEL
FOR BASE KTIK IS 1145, FOR LANGLEY 1427. WE SHOW FUELER 13 SCHEDULED FOR
ARCT WITH FRUMP 12 AT 1100Z. scheduled off station per e3 orBIT FLOW PLAN IS
1400z
*** Join WADSBC (bc@204.36.174.86)
*** Join CONR_CEDO (CONR_CEDO@204.20.68.94)
.WADSFO2: FOR CONR: ALB WILL BE UNABLE TO MAKE THEIR ATO ALERT LINES AFTER
THEIR CAP PERIOD OF 0200Z TO 1400Z OVER PHOENIX. DO WE NEED TO BACKFILL THEIR
LINES?
*** Join NEADS_DO1 (NEADS_DO1@204.36.173.73)
.nbmcaew-t: CONR NEADS New scramble E-3 info: CS will be Sentry 13 Goliath:
Delta: estimated airborne 0800Z. Will take Fueir 12 between 1130-1230Z.
than next Fueir 13 and Fueir 14 as scheduled. seh
*** Quit CONR_FPNB (Connection reset by peer)
*** Quit NEADS_DO1 (Error 0)
*** Quit CONR_CEDO (No such file or directory)
*** Quit SEADS_SD (Connection reset by peer)
*** Quit CONR_MAIN (Connection reset by peer)
*** Quit CONR_CAP (Connection reset by peer)
*** Quit CONR_AC20 (Connection reset by peer)
*** Disconnected from cmasa1_recan
*** New talking in =conr_co
*** Join SEADS_SD (SEADS-SD@seadsc4_recan)
*** Join CONR_FPNB (CONR_FPNB@204.20.68.91)
*** Disconnected from cmasa1_recan
*** New talking in =conr_co
*** Join CONR_SADO (sado@204.20.68.79)
*** Join NBMCLNO (NAMLNO@157.219.128.177)
*** Join CONR_MAIN (CONR_MAINT@204.20.68.100)
*** Join SEADS_MCC (SEADS_MCC2@seadsc2_recan)
*** Join CONR_C20 (c20@204.20.68.66)
*** Join CONR_CCO (cco@204.20.68.69)
.WADSFO2: ATO CHANGE REQUEST: REPLACE VFA-201 WITH 301st FW AT NAS FORT
WORTH
THEY CAN SUSTAIN 4 F-16 ON 15M FOR UP TO 2 WEEKS. WE WOULD LIKE TO KEEP
VFA-201 ON RPI FOR A F-18. ADDITIONALLY, BUCKLEY HAS REQUESTED THAT THEIR
LINN REFRACT 8 AIRCRAFT. THAT'S WHAT IT REQUIRES TO MAN BOTH OF THEIR CAPS -
DENVER AND COLORADO SPRINGS. rmh
'Connor_CCO': copy your message. I'll have some people look at it and get back to
you - like
'Connor_CCO': WADS. can you elaborate on reason why VFA 201 is having difficulty
keeping 4 jets on status?
'Connor_CCO': WADS. Will call you for more info about Carswell (VFA 201).
Regarding the second issue - Buckley is to keep 4 on status. Only one cap
required at Denver.
'Connor_CCO': Cap at CO Springs is not required. CONR DO sends. Highly unlikely
that Cheyenne mtn could be threatened by an airborne threat.
*** Join WADSDD (do@204.36.174.73)
*** Join CONR_CEDO (CONR_CEDO@204.20.68.94)
.WADSFO2: VF-201 CAN ONLY MAINTAIN 2 PILOTS ON STATUS 24/7.
.WADSFO2: COPY BUCKLEY REQUIREMENT OF ONLY DENVER CAP - WILL PASS.
'Connor_CCO': Copy that. If VF 201 is unable to meet ATO tasking, then CONR DO
will direct an ATO change and task the 301 FW. Understand that airborne
CAPS will almost certainly be eliminated today, and only ground alert will
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remain

**•** Disconnected from cmasap1.relcan
**•** Now talking in =conr_co
**•** Join CONR_C2O (conr_c2o:1204.20.68.68)
**•** Quit CONR_SADO (Connection reset by peer)
**•** Quit NEADS-ACW (Connection reset by peer)
**•** Join SEADS_SD (SEADS-SD@seadsc4.relcan)
**•** Join CONR_SADO (sado@204.20.68.79)
**•** Join CONR_ADD1 (ADD@204.20.68.80)
**•** Join SEADS_DO (SEADS_DO@204.20.69.242)
**•** Join SEADS_MCC (SEADS_MCC@seadse2.relcan)
**•** Disconnected from cmasap1.relcan
**•** Now talking in =conr_co
**•** Join CONR_FPNB (CONR_FPNB@204.20.68.91)

<WADSFO2> COPY WILL SPIN UP THE 310th.

**•** Disconnected from cmasap1.relcan
**•** Now talking in =conr_co
**•** Join SEADS_DO (SEADS_DO@204.20.69.242)
**•** Join SEADS_MCC (SEADS_MCC@seadsc2.relcan)
**•** Join CONR_FPNB (CONR_FPNB@204.20.68.91)
**•** Join SEADS_LG (SEADS_LG@204.20.69.140)
**•** Join CONR_CCO (cco@204.20.68.69)
**•** Join CONR_AC20 (ac20@204.20.68.77)
**•** Disconnected from cmasap1.relcan
**•** Now talking in =conr_co
**•** Join CONR_A6 (a6@204.20.68.78)
**•** Join WADSB (bc@204.36.174.86)

<CONR_DCO> CONR DCO CCO Day Shift Lt Col Steve "Zuel" Usher and Lt Col Craig Windorf on duty. scu
**•** Join NEADS-FO (FO@204.36.173.74)
**•** Join NEADS_DO1 (NEADS_DO1@204.36.173.73)

<CONR_DCO> SEADS/NEADS/WADSS: Here's what we're working to fix based on changeover and VTC this morning. 1) Resolve Carswell situation-MG Arnold indicated he thought ACC had asked us (to try?) not to task the 310th due to AEF commitments. scu
**•** Join CONR_AC20 (ac20@204.20.68.77)
**•** Join SEADS_FO2 (nsfo2@204.20.69.246)
**•** Join SEADS_FO (nsfo@204.20.69.245)

<CONR_DCO> Sectors: 703-904-4424 4424, Secure FAX 4560 Maj Vogel or Maj Murphy ATC Command Center is working this issue as well 725-3330 STU/scu/

<WADSF02> FOR ATO CHANGE RE: CARSWELL - JUST SPOKE WITH GEN DYKES, NO AEF IMPACT.
WITH 4 IMMEDIATE FOR NEXT 2 WEEKS. REQUESTED CHANGE TO ATO IS: GIVE ONE OF VF-201'S LINES TO TYHE 301ST. THE NAVY CAN, REPEAT, CAN, SUSTAIN 2 AC ON IMMEDIATE FOR NEXT TWO WEEKS. THEY ARE WORKING VERY CLOSELY WITH THE 301ST.
ONLY CAVEATE FOR VF-201 IS NO SLAMMERS, BUT DO HAVE HEATERS AND GUN AS WELL.
AS 3 BAGS. RAWHIDE SENDS. rmh
• WADSFO: FOR CAPS IN FAA AIRSPACE. WADS HAS NO ISSUES WITH STANDARDIZING THE ORBITS. WE SUBMITTED 25 NM RADII IN 25-30K
• CONR DCO: Cops submission...did you provide coordinates as well? Once we find out what's approved, we should do an ATO change to add info for our pilots. Information: How about tanker and E-3 CAPS? scu
• SEADS FO: SEADS IS WORKING TWO FAA ISSUES: CAP MANNING OVER ASSIGNED CITIES AND NON-TRADITIONAL ASA BASES TO COVER SECTOR AOR TX

*** Disconnected from cmasapl relcan
*** New talking in =conr_co
• CONR DCO: CCO. Call ACC CAT team to coord this proposal along with AOCD and make change to ATO for today and tomorrow and get Strat Plans to make same change tomorrow. scu
*** Join SEADSMCC1 (SEADSMCC1 @ 204.20.69.251)
• CONR DCO: WADS. No work on Carswell ATO change. scu.
*** Disconnected from cmasapl relcan
*** New talking in =conr_co
*** Quit NEADS-FO (Leaving)
*** Join NEADS-FO (FO @ 204.36.173.74)
*** Join NEADS D01 (NEADS DO1 @ 204.36.173.73)
*** Join SEADS LG (SEADS LG @ 204.20.69.140)
*** Part WADSBCC (bc @ 204.36.174.86)
*** Join SEADSMCC1 (SEADSMCC1 @ 204.20.69.251)
*** Join NEADS-ACW (NEADS-ACW @ 204.36.173.91)
*** Join CONR MAIN (CONR MAIN @ 204.20.68.100)
• NEADS-FO: CONR DCO. We are reviewing new ATO (14 Sep) posted on NORAD web site. Have question regarding para. B1.3 which refers to continuing 24 Hour fighter caps over major cities. We thought we were transitioning to caps in NE over NYC and Wash D.C. only. Please advise.
• CONR DCO: NEADS: ATO is correct. That's the plan here for now. Decision to go from 15 caps to 2 caps will be made by 1600Z this afternoon...plan on keeping 15 caps until told otherwise. scu
• NEADS-FO: NEADS copies, thanks.
*** Disconnected from cmasapl relcan
*** New talking in =conr_co
*** Disconnected from cmasapl relcan
*** New talking in =conr_co
• CONR DCO: NEADS SEADS WADS. AF CAT TEAM has advised FAA that we need airspace for 15 caps. I'm drafting you an e-mail with proposed standards for fighter and tanker CAPS. scu
• CONR DCO: WADS. Status of unknown in TX and scramble when able. scu.
• WADSFO: FYI unknown slow mover over of president's ranch carswell, tx. 2 x f-18s inbound, few miles north of contact. sb
• WADSFO: conr acknowledge receipt of my last. sb
• CONR DCO: WADS. Have it. AOCD notified scu.
• CONR DCO: NEADS FO. Copy intel on slow mover over NCA. Is CAP on it?/scu.
• NEADS-FO: Working it...jg
*** Join CONR CCO (eco @ 204.20.68.69)
• NEADS-FO: CAP is on vector to intercept...jg
*** Join CONR CEDO (CONR CEDO @ 204.20.68.94)
• CONR DCO: COPY scu
*** Join CONRAEW-T (CONRAEW-T @ 204.20.68.67)
• CONR DCO: WADS. Copy TX track landed at grass strip and LEA notified. scu
· WADSFO2: TX aircraft (Citabria) landed on grass strip at N3138 W09720.
  Intercept a overeasy. Law enforcement notified and responding.
· CONR DCO: Did F-18s intercept prior to landing or were they still in tail
  chase? scu
· WADSFO2: Did intercept
· CONR AC20: NEADS ACWO: Need your GMR need beddown plan as soon as practical.
· CONR DCo: Copy scu looks like we’re going to be busy today as traffic starts
  flying again...maybe we’ll get some news that will reinforce our public that
  we are defended and that pilots need to file flight plans and squawk
  appropriately, so they don’t pop up as unknown. scu
· CONR AC20: NEADS ACWO: Entry 525 data link up yet? rld
· NEADS FO: All mobile units in place at current mob locations....
· Quit SEADS DO (Error 0)
· Quit CONR SADO (Error 0)
· Quit SEADS FO2 (No such file or directory)
· Quit SEADS SD (Error 0)
· Quit WADSFO2 (No such file or directory)
· Quit SEADS FO (Error 0)
· Quit SEADS MCC (Error 0)
· Quit SEADS DO (SEADS DO @ 204.20.69.242)
· Quit SEADS SD (SEADS-SD @ seadsc4 relecan)
· Quit SEADS FO (nsfo @ 204.20.69.245)
· Quit SEADS MCC (SEADS_MCC2 @ seadsc2 relecan)
· Quit SEADS FO2 (nsfo2 @ 204.20.69.246)
· Quit CONR SADO (sado @ 204.20.68.79)
· Quit WADSFO2 (FO2 @ 204.36.174.89)
· CONR DCO: NEADS: Status of intercept, any update from E-3? scu
· Quit SEADS MCC1 (SEADSMCC1 @ 204.20.69.251)

End Of Text Save
01 09 13 14:52:33 *** Saved text to =conr_c0 to D: Chat Logs =conr_c0.log
01 09 13 14:56:50 *** Join: noradj5 (noradj5 @ 157.219.128.196)
01 09 13 14:57:23 *** Quit: noradj5 (Leaving)
01 09 13 14:57:50 *** Join: noradj5 (noradj5 @ 157.219.128.196)
01 09 13 14:58:38 *** Quit: SEADS FO2 (Leaving)
01 09 13 15:01:44 *** Join: CONR_A6 tab @ 204.20.68.78)
01 09 13 15:24:03 <CONR DCO> CONR DCO logging off to restart computer.
  monitoring via CCO computer. scu
Log Closed Thu Sep 13 15:24:14 2001
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